The Party System
Belgium, if in different degrees. The party system can
operate capitalist democracy so long as the masses remain
satisfied with the results of capitalism. It is able then so
to guide and shape the course of public opinion that no
questions reach the status of legislative possibility which
may injure the essence of capitalist security. But the
narrowing horizons of capitalist success have brought such
questions exactly to that status. The ability to find a new
basis for unity then becomes the condition for the survival
of parliamentary government.
3-
I have dwelt in this chapter oa what I conceive to be
the essence of the party function in the modern State* I
have argued that, in real substance, the absence of legal
recognition for the existence of parties does not mean
that they are not effectively a part of the machinery of
government itself. Officially, no doubt, the Cabinet is
merely a body of His Majesty's ministers charged, under
parliamentary supervision, with carrying on the business
of administration. But the point is that they are His
Majesty's ministers because their party supplies them
with a majority in the House of Commons, and there is
no way in which they can otherwise continue in their
posts save through a constitutional revolution. What
keeps the party together? In part, no doubt, the mome'n-
tum of organization itself, in part the power of leader-
ship to attract followers. But, above all, the cohesiveness
of a party is the outcome of the decision of its members
to promote, as Burke said, "particular principles in which
they are all agreed.0 I have argued here that, at bottom,
those "particular principles0 will be found to be economic
in character. Often enough, no doubt, that character may
be obscured by thre complex cross-currents of the intricate
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